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### Tesco Money - how would you like to spend it?
- Drama props and equipment
- Playing equipment
- Roof to protect us from rain
- Something to sort out the really busy corridors
- Swimming Pool
- Tuck shop
- Lockers
- Mini obstacle course
- Science test room for experiments for children who want to test things
- Climbing frame
- New music competitions
- Gym equipment - for backhand spring, beam, bars
- School shop
- Football pitch
- Sports equipment
- Improve toilets
- More seating areas
- New computers
- Musical instruments
- Working clocks
- Interactive boards
- Extend Year 9, 10 and 11 canteen
- 4G Pitch

### Reading: how can we get more students to read?
- Set homework as to read a chapter or two of a book a week
- Prize in the end of term for the most books read
- Instead of reading for an hour we should read in tutor
- Get rewards for reading like stamps
- Maybe the whole class should read the same book so everyone can follow
- Get more books that students like to read
- Every 5 reads at home = 5 Reds
- The person who reads the most books per month gets a voucher
- Make it compulsory
- Make it part of English homework
- Let us take books out of the library
- Literacy lessons back
- It should be optional. E.G. A book club at lunch

### Student planner: what have we missed?
- More stamps
- The periodic table
- Things to help us out in maths, English and science
- Geography maps
- Maths revision pages
- Space for positive comments

### Student planner: what needs to be improved?
- More room for notes
- One big square that you can get all the stamps in one week not each day
- The size is too big, make it smaller
- Keep the stamps the same size but make bigger columns as there isn’t enough space for stamps if you get loads
- Bigger box for stamps
- We could have an art page
- Have a special dictionary page
- More colour
- More notes pages
- The lines for where the homework is written in
- Take the pages about rules out
- They keep breaking easily
- Spellings
- Fun facts in each corner
- Better front cover
- The design
- Get rid of numeracy and literacy challenges
- Make the front cover more plain and simple

### Student planner: what needs to be taken out?
- Tracker
- Parents signatures
- The homework section needs to go